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ALGORITHM 016 
A normalised algorithm for the solution of symmetric general 
five-term linear systems of semi-bandwidth M
A. Benson and D. J. Evans (*) 
1. FORMULATION 
Consider the class of mildly non-linear elliptic bound- 
ary value problems of the form, 
£ u = g (x, y, u), (1.1a) 
where £ denotes the self-adjoint operator 
a a u ] + ~ [c (y) au ], (1.1b) 
0x  [a(X) ax  __  ay 
for non-negative a, c and u ~ R, a finite, connected, 
two dimensional region subject o the general bound- 
ary conditions, 
au (1.2) au + fl-~-a = ~/, 
for u ~ P, the exterior boundary of R. On F, a and 
fl are positive and piecewise continuous and n denotes 
the direction of the outward rawn normal. The 
numerical solution of (1.1), (1.2) is a computational 
task of considerable proportions. 
If a network of straight lines of spacings hx and hy 
parallel to each of the coordinate axes is superimposed 
over the region R then the central £mite difference 
analogue of (1.1) at the point (i,j) --- (ihx, jhy) is, 
[Sx(ai, jSx) + 8y(Ci,jSy)]Ui, j = g(xi, yj, ui,j), (1.3) 
where ~ denotes the usual central difference operator. 
For all valid i,j, (1.3) represents a set of non-linear 
algebraic equations and solution methods previously 
proposed are the linearised Picard iteration (Ames, 
[1]), ~ . ,  
[Sx(ai,j/$x ) + 8y(Ci, jSy)]U~ k+l )  = g(xi'Yj' 1,j, 
(1.4) 
and the Newton second-order p ocess (Bellman et al., 
[2]) defined by, 
(k+l )  . (k) (k+l) 
[Sx(ai, j8 x) + 8y(Ci, j~y)]Ui, j -g  (xi, Yj, Ui, j )ui, j
g(xi, yj, u~ k)) -g" (xi, yj, u(k)~ u (k) (1.5) = i, j" i , j '  
where g" denotes ~g Tfi4" 
In each case, there occurs the problem of solving large 
order, sparse, symmetric linear systems of the form, 
Au_(k + 1) =_s (u(k)), (1.6) 
such systems having to be solved many times. 
The technique previously used has been to incorporate 
into (1.6), as an inner iteration, another iterative process 
such as SOR (Ames [11) or ADI (Douglas [4]). In this 
paper, an efficient algorithm is presented for a direct 
method of solution in which the linear system is fac- 
torised into an equivalent normalised triangular form 
from which, after convergence of the outer iteration, 
the final solution can be derived by a simple diagonal 
transformation. The new algorithm competes with the 
iterative methods previously used. 
If the region R contains only regular mesh points and 
a fixed labelling of the points is considered (i= 1, 2 ..... M; 
j = 1, 2,..., N) then a set of symmetric difference qua- 
tions is obtained as in (1.6) where A is a symmetric, 
positive definite, sparse matrix of order n and semi 
bandwidth m (m = M, n = MN) of the form, 
"a 1 
bl  
A= 
c 1 
\ 
c 2 
o\ 
Cn-m+ 1 
m 
b I c I - 
a2 b2 c2 O 
b 2 a 3 b 3 c 3 
O bn-3 an-2 bn-2 
hn_2 an_l bn_l 
bn_ 1 an 
(1.7) 
and s is the (n x 1) vector of known right hand sides. 
If not all the interior mesh points of R are regular, then 
a symmetric coefficient matrix can still be obtained by 
the use of variational methods for the derivation of the 
difference approximations (Forsythe & Wasow [5]). 
Since A is positive definite, the solution u_ may be 
obtained using Gaussian elimination without pivoting 
(Wilkinson [6]). 
(*) A. Benson and D. J. Evans, Department of Computer Studies, Loughborough University of 
Technology, Loughborough, Leicestershire, U K. 
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2. THE SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
T= 
For A symmetric and positive definite there exists a 
unique factorisation of the form, 
A = DT" TD, (2.1) 
where D is a unique, positive diagonal matrix, T is a 
unique, real, upper triangular matrix with unit diago- 
nal elements, and T" denotes the transpose of T 
(Cuthill & Varga [3]. With A as in (1.7), D and T in 
(2.1) have the form, 
D = diag {dl, d 2 ..... dn} , 
and 
1 e 1 
1 e 2 0 
1 e 3 
(2.2) 
t l l  
t21 
t31 
t12 0 
t22 ~ 
+1 
+1 
1 em_ 2 tm_2,1 
0 
fro-1 tm-2~2 
1. fm ~ 
~ I ~m~-~,n-m+l  
where (2.3) 
f i=e i  + tm_ l , i _m+ 2 i=m-1 , . . . ,n -1 .  (2.4) 
The elements of D and T may be obtained from the 
following relations. For the first (m-l)  columns the 
factorisation is straight-forward asthere is no inter- 
action between the elements in T so that 
d I = x/a]-1, 
and for i = 2, 3 .... , m-1 
bi-1 (2.5) 
di-1 ' 
d i = (a i - v2}l/2 
V 
el_ 1 = di 
For the remaining (n- m + 1) columns an auxiliary 
vector x is used, so that for column j, where 
j = 1,2 ..... n -m+ 1, 
bm + J-----~- 2 ' (2.6) 
Xl= d j  ' v= dm+j_2 
and if j < m-  2 then, 
x i=-e i+ j_2x i _  1, fo r i=2,3 , . . . ,m- j .  
Also for all j > 1 
i -1  
xi= -e i+ j -2X i - l - k~ 1 Xk tk - i+m, i+ j_m,  
(2.7) 
for either i = (m - j  + 1), (m-j  + 2) ..... , m -1 and all 
j gm- lo r i=2,3  ..... m-1 fo r j>m-1 .  
Then 
m-2 2 v)2}1/2 
dm +j -1  = (am+j-1 - Z Xk- (Xm-1 + k=l  
V 
em +j -2  - dm +J-1 ' 
and (.2.8) 
x i 
i= 1, 2 ..... m-1. 
t i ' j -  d in+j-1 ' 
The factorisation stage is then complete. The system 
of equations Au = s with A as in (1.7) can then be 
solved by re-writing it in the form, 
DT" TDu = s ,  
or equivalently 
T" T (Du_) = D-ls. 
Introducing auxiliary vectors y and g where 
y=Du;  g= D-1L,  
the problem is reduced to solving 
T'Ty = g. 
The vector y is obtained in terms of an auxiliary vector 
h where ,  - 
Ty=h and T 'h=g,  
i .e .  
hl = gl, 
h i = g i -  e i _ lh i _ l ,  i= 2, 3 ..... m-1 
i-1 
- hi= gi- ei-lhi-I j=i_m + ltj-i+ re,i-m+ lhj , 
for i = m, m+ 1 ..... n. (2.9) 
A back-substitution process yields y in terms of h, 
the components being given by the-equations : 
yn = h n, 
and q 
E t .  • (2 .10)  Yi = h i -e iY i+ l  - j  =p 1-j + m,j-m+lYj 
where p and q are given by the following relations in 
which [ ~] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding ~. 
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p=i+l  , q=n 
p=m , q=n 
p=m , q = i+m-1 
for i= n - t ,n -2 , . . . ,m 
except  i f  m = n 
for i = m- l ,m-2  . . . . .  n-m +1 
for i = n -m ..... 3, 2,1 
except  i f  m = n 
I f  m < t-~- + 1 ] 
i f  n is even andre = ~ then  
2 
p=i+l  , q=n 
p=m+l ,  q=n-1  
p=m ~ q=i+m-1  
for i= n - l ,n -2  . . . . .  m+l  
fo r i=  m 
for i = m- l ,m-2  .. . . .  3, 2,1. 
e/se 
p=i+l  , q=n for i= n - l ,n -2  . . . . .  n -m+1 
p=i+!  , q=i+m-1  fo r i=n-m,n-m-1  .... .  m 
p=m , q= i+m-1 for i= m-1 ..... 3,2,1. 
The final solution u is then obtained from u = D-ly_ 
an operation involving only one division per com- 
ponent. 
If c i = 0, i = 1, 2,..., n -m + 1, the algorithm reduces 
to the normalised form of the common tridiagonal 
system (CuthiU & Varga [3]) which is encountered in 
solving two point boundary value problems. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
A comparison between the more general band algorithm 
solver using the usual LU factorisation process as given 
in most mathematical software libraries (NAG) and the 
normalised algorithm NORMBAND reveals the fact 
that the latter equires much less computer storage 
which is a point of vital importance fflinear systems 
of large order are to be solved or in cases where the 
computer storage is limited. This comparison for dif- 
ferent orders of bandwidth is given below in table 1. 
Table 1 
Bandwidth 
m 
m=3 
m=N+l  
2 
m=N 
Computer storage 
Normband "
9N-6 
M2+ 12M-15 
8N-3 
NAG 
11N 
6M 2-  2M-4 
3N 2 + 2N 
In addition, no presetting of zero coefficients in the 
banded area is required in NORMBAND as is usually 
the case in general band algorithm solvers. 
The application of the normalised algorithm presented 
here is of particular importance to the following prob- 
lem areas :
3.1. The solution of coupled ordinary differential equa- 
tions by finite difference or finite element techniques. 
These problems usually lead to sparse linear systems of 
wide bandwidth. 
3.2. The Normband algorithm is particularly efficient 
for problems in which many right hand sides are in- 
volved. The factodsation process is completed just 
once with only a limited amount of extra work and a 
back substitution process necessary for each additional 
right hand side. Thus, the savings involved can be sub- 
stantial for non-linear problems using Newton's 
Method (Bellman et al [2]). 
3.3. Finally, the algorithm can be used directly to ob- 
tain the solution of boundary value problems involving 
elliptic partial differential equations in 2 space dimen- 
sions or within the inner loop of a 3 dimensional prob- 
lem i.e., in a Crank Nicolson implicit procedure for 
solving a parabolic problem or as a block algorithm 
solver within the successive block over-relaxation 
(SBOR) method for sohdng an elliptic problem. 
(Young [7]). 
4. PROGRAM 
The algorithm of section 2 has been coded as a single 
Algol procedure which accepts as input the coefficients 
of the matrix A and the fight hand side vector s in the 
equations Au  = s, and returns, in ~ the solution vector 
U. 
I f  the coefficient matrix A remains constant throughout 
the iteration (1.6) (as would be the case using (1.4), 
then naturally the factorisation A = DT' TD need be 
done only once. In this case, the algorithm would be 
best coded as two procedures, one for the factorisation 
stage (and so called only once) and one to effect he 
solution process (and so called once per iteration). 
If, on the other hand, a method such as (1.5) is used, 
then the coefficient matrix in (1.6) is a function of the 
solution vector u and the factorisation stage must be 
included in each iteration. 
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, .~, ,_~=m," ~v~ATHE['AATISCH ~ FLN]'f~'9M 
BI6d ' JT ,  ...m. 
__ r: ,r,t~-~T&R D A M ~  
begin 
for i:=il step -I until 12 do 
begin 
z:=O; 
for J:=Jl step I until J2 
Z: =z+t[ i-J+m, J-m+1 ]*s[ J] ; 
s[i] :--s[l]-b[l]*s[i+1 ]-z 
end; 
end of forms; 
a[ 1 ]:  =sqrt  (a[ 1 ] ); 
for I:--'2 Step I until m-1 do 
begin 
v: =b[ 1-I I/a[ !-I ] ; 
a[1]  : --sqrt(a[i]-vT2) ; 
b[ i-I ] : --v/a[ i ] 
end; 
for J:=1 Step I until n-m+1 d oo 
begin 
x[1] :=e[ J ] /a [ J ] ;  
V:=b[m+j-2] /a[m+J-2] ;  
if J<m-1 then for i :~  Step I 
x[ I] : =.b[ ±+j-2]*x[ i-I ] ; 
If J~1 then 
do 
m 
untll m-J do 
begin 
if J>m-1 then p:--2 else p: =m-J+1 ; 
for l:=p step I until m-1 do 
begin 
z:=O; 
for k: =i Step I until i-I 
z: =z+x[ k] *t [ k-i+m, i+J-m] ; 
X[i] : =_b[ 1+J-2]*x[ I-I ]-Z 
end; 
end; 
z:=O; 
for k:=1 step I until m-2 do 
z: =z+x[ k] T2; 
a[m+J-1 ] : =sqr t (a[m+J -1] -z - (x [m-1 ]+v)~2);  
him+J-2] : ~/a. [m+j-1 ] ; 
for i:=I step I untll m-1 ~_qo 
t [  i ,  J] : -x[ i ] /a[m+J-1 ]
do 
end; 
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procedure normband(n,m,a,b,c,s); 
value n,m; 
integer n,m; 
arraM a,b,c,s; 
comment procedure solves direct ly the set Au=s of n llnear 
equations (n>3) where the coefflclent matrix ls 
sy,~,etrlc, posltlve deflnlte and flve-dlagonal of 
semi-bandwidth m (3<m<n). a,b,c and s are vectors 
contalnlng respectively the diagonal, super-alagonal, 
m.th. diagonal and constant elements. The matrix is 
factorlsed into the product A=DT'TD where D Is a diagonal 
matrlx, T Is a real upper triangular matrix with unit 
diagonal elements and non-Zero elements in the last 
(n-m+1) columns and on the super-dlagonal. The lnput 
vectors  a,b are overwritten so that at the end of the 
factor isat lon stage, Vector a contains the diagonal 
elements of D, Vector b contalns elements whlch 
contrlbute to the super-dlagonal of T and the non-Zero 
elements of T below the m-th. diagonal are stored in an 
array t[l;J] for I=I to m-1 and J=1 to n-a~1. The super- 
alagonal elements of T are then b[ l ]  in row I for I=I to 
m-2 and then b[i]+t[m-l,l-m+2] in row i for i~m-1 to 
n-1. A work space of two variables and two arrays of 
dimensions (I:m-I) and (1:m-1,1:n-m+1 ') respectively 
are used; 
beg in  
array x[ I :m-1],t[ I :m-l, I :n-m+1 ] ; 
Integer l,J,k,p; 
real v, z; 
Procedure forms(11,12, Ji, J2) ; 
Value 11,12; 
lnteger 11,12, J1,J2; 
Comment the  procedure effects a back substltutlon process for 
an upper triangular matrix T as described above and a 
rlght hand slde vector s. The elimination is done and 
the result returned in sill for I taking values 11 to 
12 in steps of -I Where for each I the process Involves 
a summation of terms of the form t[l-J+m,j-m+1]*s[Jl 
for'J taklng values Jl to J2 in steps of I; 
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comment this is the end of the factorisation stage. 
The solution process now begins during which the 
input vector s is successively overwritten by ~ 
(i) the vector g where Dg=s 
(ii) the vector h where T'h=g 
(ill) the vector y where Ty=h 
and finally 
(iv) the vector u where Du--y; 
for i:=I step 1 until  n do 
s[i] : =s[i]/a[ i] ; 
for i:=R Step I until m-1 do 
s[i] : =sEi]-b[i-1 ]*s[i-; ] ; 
for i:=m step I until n do 
begin 
z:=O; 
for j:=imm+1 step I until i-1 do 
z: =z+t[ J-i+m, imm+1 ]*s[ J] ; 
s[i] : =s[il-b[ i-I ]*sti-1 ]-z 
end; 
i_ff m< (n$e+1) then 
begin 
if (n-n÷2,2)--O and re=n÷2 then 
begin 
forms (n-1 ,m+1, i+I ,n); 
forms (m,m,m+1 ,n-1 ); 
forms (m-1, I ,m, i+m-1 ) 
end . 
else 
begin 
forms (n-1, n-m+1 ,i+I ,n); 
forms (n-m,m, I+I, iem-1 ) ; 
forms (m-1, I ,m, i+m-1 ) 
end; 
end 
else if m=n then forms(m-l,n-m+1,m,n) 
else 
end; 
forms (n-1 ,m, I+I ,n) ; 
forms (m-1, n-m+1 ,re, n) ; 
forms(n -m, I ,m, i+m-; ) 
for I:=I step I untll n do 
s[ I] : =s[ l]/a[ I] ; 
end of normband; 
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